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Goalless draw a showpiece for traditional style 
West Ham United 0 Liverpool 0  
THE first division, hurtling at high speed towards a black hole of mediocrity, was 
yesterday reminded of more traditional values. Conveniently, the television 
cameras were stationed at Upton Park to beam to a wider audience the quality 
that has so seldom been seen, even amid the England side, this season.  
West Ham United and Liverpool have resisted the temptation to bypass midfield 
and indulge in the physical warfare practised by so many other teams. 
Maintaining the standards set long ago at both clubs, they still prefer to use speed 
of thought and movement, combined with precise control, to unhinge their 
opponents.  
The applause that filled West Ham's compact arena in London's East End at the 
completion of arguably the season's finest fixture was a testament to the 
entertainment provided for a crowd of 23,569. Even in the absence of a goal, 
nobody, for once, could complain about the fare. ``Football was the winner,'' Billy 
Bonds, the West Ham manager, said. ``The ball never stopped moving. Even when 
there was a foul, the free kick was taken quickly.  
``Although the players found it tiring, it was a great game. The fact that it was on 
television and seen by millions of people was more important than winning.''  
His counterpart, Graeme Souness, was no less forthcoming in his praise. ``It was 
open, attractive and played in the right spirit,'' he said. ``Since the long ball seems 
to be such a popular fashion these days, this was a good advertisement for the 
way that I think the game should be played.''  
West Ham, though still lying in the lower reaches of the first division, extended 
their unbeaten sequence to seven matches and the return of Ron Greenwood, 
their knowledgeable former manager who is serving as a consultant, cannot be 
mere coincidence. Their present style is reminiscent of the days when he himself 
was in charge.  
The partnership of Gale and Potts at the heart of their defence and the re-
emergence of Keen, as well as the goalscoring ability of Small, who was appearing 
ten days after a cartilage operation, are other factors in their recovery. But for the 
contribution of Grobbelaar, a typical mixture of the brilliant and the bizarre, they 
might have added to their list of recent victims which have included Arsenal and 
Tottenham Hotspur.  
Saves from McAvennie, Small and Keen in the first half and from Gale in the 
second earned Grobbelaar a magnum of champagne as the man of the match. A 
month ago, it was thought that his protracted stay at Anfield might be about to 
end, but his replacement, Hooper, has been unavailable and he has re-established 
himself.  
Souness paid tribute to his goalkeeper after the game: ``He deserved the award 
and made only one mistake, when he sauntered almost into their half,'' he said.  
Grobbelaar's embarrassment would have been more profound if Small, standing 
on the edge of the area, had been able to turn into the unguarded net Keen's 
speculative drive from some 40 yards. Miklosko distinguished himself by blocking 
attempts from Walters before the interval and from Molby after it. Yet he was 
fortunate that a menacing cross from Burrows eluded the outstretched foot of 
McManaman, the youngster who was preferred to Britain's most expensive 
player.  
The future of Saunders, who was dropped for Liverpool's stirring victory over 
Auxerre in the Uefa Cup, was believed to be in doubt. Souness, in spite of 
omitting him for the first time in the League, insisted that no enquiries have been 
made for the forward bought during the summer for Pounds 2.9 million. Nor, 
apparently, are there any plans to sell him.  
The Liverpool manager accepts that Saunders has suffered from the lack of 
continuity caused by``horrendous'' injuries. The misfortune may soon end. Mark 
Wright will be in action again this week and Barnes, who is back in training, may 
return before Christmas. Whelan will be examined by a specialist in a few days.  
 

 
Brilliance, brinkmanship and Bruce 
West Ham 0, Liverpool 0  
A CLASSIC Bruce Grobbelaar goalkeeping cocktail, mixing brilliance with 
brinkmanship, enriched a marvellously entertaining televised Upton Park 
spectacle yesterday. The fact that the game remained goalless can be forgiven 
after such zestful performances from both sides.  
Liverpool's flamboyant goalkeeper won the Man of the Match award, largely for 
three astonishing saves that testified to the continuing sharpness of his 34-year-
old reflexes. But Grobbelaar could so easily have been outvoted - and lost the 
game for Liverpool - with as many aberrations, which testify to his enduring 
eccentricity.  
The last rush of Grobbelaar blood almost proved the most wounding. Having 
already lost possession in one audacious dribble at least 15 yards outside his area, 
Grobbelaar chose in the 67th minute to sprint almost to the touchline to block 
Slater's advance. But the West Ham midfielder raced past the despairing 
goalkeeper, only to see Nicol spare deep embarrassment by heading the resulting 
cross to safety.  
An 82nd-minute save from a forceful header by Gale was the last near-thing of a 
nerve-tingling game that increasingly demanded a goal. The game in many ways 
matched Grobbelaar's schizoid performance as Liverpool absorbed West Ham's 
first-half drive and then replied with pace in a second half which they largely 
controlled.  
The easiest chance, after 65 minutes, fell to McManaman but was frittered away 
by the loping striker, who was chosen ahead of Saunders, relegated to the bench 
for the first time in domestic competition after scoring just two League goals since 
his pounds 2.9 million British-record purchase in July. But the local boy missed his 
cue, failing to connect from six yards with Burrows's cross, in turn engineered by 
McMahon's magnificent, diagonal 45-yard pass.  
Liverpool had lost Hysen, with a high temperature, from defence and Houghton 
(back trouble) from midfield for the visit to east London. But Nicol was back after 
a four-game absence - and how grateful Liverpool were to see their captain 
shoring up the rearguard.  
Small - quick, powerful and imaginative - was the big problem early on and 
brought two reflex-testing saves from Grobbelaar. Parris provided the first 
opportunity for the 13-goal Small, a cross from the right which produced a point-
blank header that Grobbelaar pushed away two-handed.  
Then Small took the initiative himself, boring into the right side of Liverpool's 
area. A fierce shot seemed imminent but the striker chose to place the ball to the 
goalkeeper's left, only to see Grobbelaar react marvellously to turn it aside. Small 
faded, not surprisingly given that the 29-year-old striker was performing just 12 
days after keyhole surgery to a knee cartilage.  
West Ham still attempted manfully to open the door to their first League victory 
over Liverpool in 14 attempts, but it was their own defence - superbly served 
throughout by Potts - that was almost opened when Walters escaped from 
Breacker's attentions to drive just past Miklosko's left-hand post from 25 yards.  
- Souness said that Mark Wright, his England centre-back who has been injured 
since early in the season, would play in a competitive match this week, the first in 
his comeback. Wright could be on the bench for Liverpool's Uefa Cup third round, 
first leg in Austria on Wednesday week. John Barnes could be ready to return by 
Christmas.  
West Ham United: Miklosko; Breacker, Thomas, Gale, Potts, Parris, Bishop, 
McAvennie, Small, Keen, Slater.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Jones, Burrows, Nicol, Molby, Tanner, McManaman, 
Marsh, Rush, Walters, McMahon.  
Referee: G Ashby (Worcester). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Brilliant Brucie! 
Bruce Grobbelaar saved Liverpool an Upton Park mauling with some top drawer 
saves as league football's television serial began with a goalless episode.  
 
Television audiences have grown accustomed to Grobbelaar's heroics during 
Liverpool's UEFA Cup progress and watching millions marvelled again at his 
reflexes.  
 
He pulled off amazing saves to deny Frank McAvennie, Mike Small and Tony Gale 
who all thought they had scored from close range.  
 
Grobbelaar deserved a little luck when West Ham failed to punish him for a 
characteristically head strong rush into the right back position. Stuart Slater 
skated past him but Steve Nicol headed out the cross and Kevin Keen's shot from 
the rebound was blocked by Nick Tanner.  
In an effort to improve Liverpool's modest record of one win in their last seven 
league games manager Graeme Souness dropped Dean Saunders.  
 
It was the first time 2.9 million pound British record buy Saunders, who had 
scored just twice in 13 games, had been omitted from the starting line up for a 
league match.  
 
Liverpool were under pressure from the start and Grobbelaar produced his first 
stop after only 11 minutes to turn aside McAvennie's header from a George Parris 
cross.  
 
Minutes later Grobbelaar flung himself to his left to deny Mike Small, who 
underwent a cartilage operation only 12 days ago.  
 
In the closing stages Grobbelaar was perfectly positioned again to tip over Gale's 
firm header from a Bishop cross.  
 
West Ham goalkeeper Ludek Miklosko not to be outdone, foiled Liverpool's best 
effort with a diving save from Mark Walters' 30 yard drive in the 28th minute.  
 
The big Czech denied Liverpool again when he safely held a Jan Molby free kick 
which pierced the West Ham defensive wall.  
 
Souness made it clear after the goalless draw that his British record buy will be 
staying at Anfield.  
 
Saunders scored four UEFA Cup goals in one match against the part time Finns of 
Kuusysi Lahti but has hit the target just twice in 13 league games since his July 
move from Derby County.  
Souness admitted: "Maybe Dean hasn't scored the goals for us that he would 
have liked. But he has suffered because we have had to chop and change the 
team."  
 
Everton have been among several clubs linked with Saunders but Souness added: 
"No one has contacted me about Dean. I don't want to sell him anyway."  
 
Saunders was the chief victim as Liverpool complied with the four foreigner rule in 
their UEFA Cup campaign but this was the first occasion he had been dropped for 
a league match. "I left Dean out because Ian Rush and Steve McManaman did well 
together in our last game against Auxerre and I felt it was worth sticking with 
them," explained Souness.  
 
Saunders commented: "I was told just before the match I wouldn't be playing. 
Those sort of decisions are up to the manager. That's what he's paid for."  
 
Both managers agreed television viewers received full value from an incident 
packed match.  
Souness said: "I find it hard as a manager to enjoy a game but I thoroughly 
enjoyed that one. With the long ball so much in fashion these days I felt it was a 
great advertisement for the way the game should be played. The fact that there 
were no goals didn't take anything away from it."  
 
West Ham manager Billy Bonds added: "It was a terrific game with good passing 
and a lot of effort. All 20 outfield players must be completely knackered."  
 
There was a welcome postscript for England manager Graham Taylor when 
Souness revealed that defender Mark Wright, out since August, was likely to play 
in a friendly this week and John Barnes has resumed training.  
 


